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Abstract: Despite the well-known benefits of healing gardens for children in healthcare facilities, policies and guidelines for their implementation are lacking, leading to their undervaluation by policymakers. This literature review investigates the advantages of healing gardens for children’s health and wellbeing, with a focus on public-funded healthcare facilities. The review explores the definition of a healing garden, theories, the value of play, the impact on children’s development, and the environmental benefits of healing gardens. Additionally, the review presents successful examples of healing gardens in practice, while acknowledging potential arguments against them and associated risks. During the literature review, research gaps were identified, and areas for future research were also examined. Finally, this review calls for evidence-based guidelines for policymakers and designers to incorporate healing gardens into healthcare facilities, providing a comprehensive argument for their adoption and regular access for children.
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1. Introduction

Healing gardens can be traced back to the Greeks at the end of the sixth century B.C. when they used “healing centres” in temples [1,2] with the specific usage of natural spring water. This trend was followed by monasteries in Egypt before spreading to Western Europe in the 5th century A.D. [3]. In the Middle Ages, cloisters were used as primary settings for patients to be treated by monks within monasteries [4]. They contained herbaceous planting which was thought to be medicinal. There was an emphasis on provisions of fresh air, accessing areas of sunlight, and daily walks around the gardens. Through plagues, migration, and harvest failure, monasteries were forced to cap their medical resources [5]. As monasticism declined in the 16th century, their methodologies in using healing gardens became a distant memory [6]. In the mid-eighteenth century, industrialisation, migration, and overpopulation accounted for countless deaths due to lack of hygiene and increasing levels of pollution [7]. This triggered a movement of building hospitals within towns rather than in the countryside which, at the time, were seen as more salutary [8]. In the mid-nineteenth century, the concept of pavilion design hospitals in England became popular through John Roberton and George Godwin [9]. The modified style allowed garden views from patient rooms, increased segregation to prevent disease spreading, and enhanced ventilation [9].

This was supported by Florence Nightingale: “quite perceptible in promoting recovery, the being able to see out of a window” [10]. She further demonstrated this through her findings of a lower mortality rate in pavilion-style hospitals than others [9]. Sanitisation, natural sunlight, and clean air became a normality for patients to expect from hospitals [8]. Before pavilion-style hospitals, “open spaces attached to hospitals became accidents of local architectural tradition” [6] (p. 11), but now they were gaining importance.
Healing gardens reached the Victorian period where it became normalised in upper class society to be whisked away to one’s country home when sick for a “change of air” [11]. Doctors prescribed patients to be under the warmth of the Sun and to go for country walks—this was known as going “abroad” and it was now not only seen as a health benefit, but a show of wealth and status [11].

From the 1950s to the 1990s, there was a decline in the appreciation of the therapeutic value of gardens across Western countries [5]. This was until the American healthcare industry experienced a movement towards a patient-centred approach in the 1990s [5]. From this movement, the architecture of hospitals changed from a copy and paste of international-style buildings towards a focused response to the regional context. Despite the lack of empirical evidence supporting the theory of gardens inducing healing, gardens in hospitals became a common feature for patient use. Soon after, qualitative data from patients reported improved changes of mood after spending time in the hospital gardens [5]. Consequently, the American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA) started to sponsor seminars on healing gardens [5]. Schools even began creating courses for healthcare garden design [5]. Overall, this brought back recognition to healing gardens as a healing factor within healthcare.

Therefore, since Ulrich’s groundbreaking study in 1984, researchers have studied the effects of viewing nature in healthcare settings [12,13].

Over the past 20 years, there has been an increase in research on gardens in children’s hospitals as it has become clear that these gardens need special design features to draw in visitors and offer a healing environment for children [2,12]. As children are psychologically more vulnerable than other social groups, the design of healthcare settings, especially for children, is definitely more critical than the design of other spaces [14].

The advantages of healing gardens in children’s hospitals have been examined in several important studies [12]. In addition, there has been an increase in the use of salutogenic and biophilic design approaches in healthcare environments over the last decade [15].

However, Paraskevopoulou et al. (2018) [16] identified in a literature review only four publications on healing gardens in paediatric hospitals. In addition, the majority of research studies on healing gardens are indeed focused on elderly populations [17–20].

Therefore, more recent research on healing gardens for children is required. While some recent publications have discussed the benefits and empirical evidence supporting the effectiveness of healing gardens, more research is needed to investigate healing garden policies in the UK and abroad.

Thus, the purpose of this paper is to explore and provide evidence for the potential benefits of healing gardens for children’s health and wellbeing in healthcare facilities. Specifically, the paper addresses the research question: Why should it be a policy for all healthcare facilities to have healing gardens for children? Through a literature review and analysis of successful healing garden precedents, this paper aims to demonstrate the importance of healing gardens for children’s physical, mental, and emotional health, and make a case for their incorporation in all healthcare facilities as a standard policy recommendation for policymakers and healthcare facility designers to improve the quality of life.

2. Materials and Methods

The objective of this literature review was to investigate the benefits of healing gardens for children in healthcare facilities and to make a case for enacting policies to encourage their inclusion. A thematic approach was used to identify and select relevant literature [21], which included academic articles, books, reports, and policy documents. Searches were carried out using a variety of electronic databases, including Google Scholar, Google, ScienceDirect, Scopus, and the Search Library Discovery at the University of Gloucestershire.

Specifically, a deductive approach was adopted to gather evidence from previous research [22] and to categorise the findings from the selected publications based on the
following predetermined themes: (1) the definition of a healing garden, (2) theories, (3) the value of play and its impact on children’s development, and (4) policies (Figure 1).
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The literature search process was conducted using a combination of relevant keywords to ensure a comprehensive search of the available literature. The keywords used included “healing gardens”, “children”, “healthcare facilities”, “policy”, “biophilic”, “hospital setting”, and “design”, as well as other related terms such as “therapeutic gardens”, “paediatric healthcare”, “exemplars of healing gardens in hospitals”, “therapeutic effects”, and “restorative environment”. The search terms were used with Boolean operators such as “AND” and “OR” to join sets of concepts together and narrow or broaden the search results, respectively [23]. As Atkinson and Cipriani (2018) noted, “AND” was used to retrieve articles that contained all the search terms within a concept, while “OR” was used to expand the search and find articles that contained at least one of the search terms within a concept [23]. The inclusion criteria for the literature review were: (1) English-language publications, (2) academic articles, books, reports, and policy documents and grey literature, (3) publications focusing on the benefits of healing gardens for children’s health and wellbeing, (4) publications discussing healing gardens in the context of healthcare facilities, and (5) publications discussing policies and guidelines related to healing gardens.

Existing or proposed projects were also examined to highlight successful examples of healing gardens in healthcare facilities.

The findings of this review were used to create design recommendations for healing gardens in healthcare facilities, as well as to debate the need for policies and guidelines to encourage their inclusion.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Definition of a Healing Garden

There are many discrepancies in the definition of a “healing garden”. Marcus states that “it is important to recognise that ‘healing’ is not synonymous with ‘cure’” [5]. To elaborate, the purpose of a healing garden in her opinion is to “facilitate stress reduction” [5], which is agreed by Vapaa (2002) [24]. In further support of this, Tyson says “the healing environment is based on . . . the body, mind and spirit working together” [25]. However, an issue with these definitions is they cannot explain how one can set out to design a healing garden as its effects cannot be proven until the end of the design process. Thus, it cannot be identified as a healing garden until it is used.

Tyson (1998) [25], alongside Marcus and Barnes (1999) [6], uses “healing garden”, “therapeutic garden”, and “restorative garden” interchangeably, which are aimed to enhance people’s health and wellbeing [25]. This is not justified as there is a critical difference between a healing and a therapeutic garden. Therapeutic gardens are personal and de-
signed for a target population whereas healing gardens benefit a wider population with various needs. Healing gardens also have more flexible usage with elements such as restoration and passive involvement or more active aspects such as productive gardens.

A more practical definition of a healing garden from Ulrich is that a garden should have “green vegetation, flowers and water” (Ulrich, quoted in Marcus and Barnes, 1999 [6] (p. 30), cited by Vapaa, 2002 [24] (p. 5)) which leaves a very open interpretation. Arguably, the interpretation should be left open to allow for greater flexibility in the design and use of a healing garden so long as it does not confuse how to design a healing garden. It is in general agreed by field experts such as Marcus, Barnes, Tyson, and Vapaa that a healing garden should offer stress relief and is not expected to cure any illness. In alliance to this, one of the more universal definitions refers “to a variety of garden features that have in common a consistent tendency to foster restoration from stress and have other positive influences on patients, visitors and staff” [6] (p. 30), including water features, shaded seating, and a varied planting mix.

The current definition of a healing garden set out by Marcus and Barnes (1999) states what a healing garden aims to do rather than what it is [6]. This is because there is a limited amount of quantifiable evidence to show the direct correlation between healing gardens and direct therapeutic or restorative effects [26]. Much of the existing research uses qualitative data from patient experiences and correlations are assumed from this [5,27]. Another approach to the definition is through the assumed physical composition of a healing garden, such as vegetation, seating, and water, as stated by Ulrich (quoted in Marcus and Barnes, 1999 [6] (p. 30)). These definitions may apply to healing gardens in a variety of settings but in the case of a healthcare facility for children it is proposed that the term “healing garden” is inaccurate terminology. This is because the term misrepresents the garden as having a direct therapeutic effect which can be misleading.

For example, Hartig and Marcus (2006) argue that “Healing garden is perhaps an unfortunate name, since in popular parlance healing is perceived as synonymous with cure. No one would argue that a garden of itself can cure a person of cancer or mend a broken leg, and many would argue that gardens can serve healthcare even in settings in which unavoidable deterioration in health will continue” [28] (p. S36).

Ergo, it is proposed that the current term “healing garden” for healthcare facilities with children be replaced with “freedom garden”. Unlike previous definitions, freedom gardens would only be used in the context of children in healthcare facilities. The use of the garden would permit children to use it flexibly for play, expression, restoration, and socialising [29–31].

It is agreed with current research that healing gardens do benefit children’s mental health and wellbeing from the evidence shown [27,32,33]. In reference to the literature review, regarding definitions of a healing garden, the term healing garden has not been substituted with freedom garden to ensure there is clarity in the research and avoid limiting the scope of secondary research. However, the above definitions of healing gardens were sourced from Western countries.

Therefore, we found that Jiang (2014) [34] conducted a review of Chinese literature and compared it to studies conducted in Western countries.

The study found that “healing garden”, as defined by Eckerling (1996), is “...a garden in a healing setting aimed to make people feel better” [35] and is the term most frequently used by Chinese scholars [34,36,37]. On the other hand, Wang and Li (2012) [38] state that healing gardens are typically where horticulture therapy activities take place [34,38]. Table 1 summarises the definitions of healing gardens identified in our literature review, incorporating both Western and Chinese literature.
### Table 1. Healing garden definitions from the literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Key Points</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“the healing environment is based on . . . the body, mind and spirit working together”</td>
<td>Aimed to enhance people’s health and wellbeing</td>
<td>Tyson, 1998 [25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“it is important to recognise that ‘healing’ is not synonymous with ‘cure’” instead it “facilitates stress reduction”</td>
<td>Focuses on stress reduction</td>
<td>Marcus, 2007 [5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A garden should have “green vegetation, flowers and water”</td>
<td>Healing gardens should be reduced down to physical design aspects</td>
<td>Ulrich, quoted in Marcus and Barnes, 1999 [6] (p. 30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“to a variety of garden features that have in common a consistent tendency to foster restoration from stress and have other positive influences on patients, visitors and staff”</td>
<td>There should be restoration and benefit the health and wellbeing of users</td>
<td>Marcus and Barnes, 1999 [6] (p. 30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“a garden in a healing setting aimed to make people feel better”</td>
<td>Feeling better</td>
<td>Eckerling, 1996 [34,35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“the places where horticultural therapy activities happen”</td>
<td>Horticulture therapy activities</td>
<td>Wang and Li, 2012 [34,38]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2. Theories

Our literature review shows that there were many arguments and theories that debated humankind’s innate connection to nature. Some were quantifiable whereas others were not. This section explores proposed theories that relate humankind to a biophilic sense and the feeling of restoration. It also looks at how our innate need to be in nature coincides with technology and how this affects children.

Bio translates to “life” and philia is “love”, deriving from the Latin language [2] and thus forming “biophilia”. This was first coined by Erin Fromm in 1973 [39] which he described to be “the passionate love of life and of all that is alive” [40]. This was later refined by Wilson to “The concept that our instinctual affinity for nature is the very essence of humanity and binds us to all other living things” [41–44].

Within biophilia, there are sub-theories of colour and shape. Biophilia is a key idea that can aid designs in replicating the sense of restoration nature offers in healing gardens. The current thinking behind colour theory is that humans are predisposed to be attracted to natural colours such as green, and this links to humans’ innate survival instinct to locate food [45]. This is said to be through “motivating desired cognitive control” [46]. Dankner found that “some colors and visual distractions reduce stress on emotional and physiological levels” [47] with warmer tones creating a calmer environment [48].

Applying colour theory to a healthcare setting, Park (2009) [49] found that preferred colours of both healthy children and children in paediatric care were blue and green. The only difference was found in a control group of healthy children who preferred yellow, whereas paediatric patients did not [32,49]. The evidence suggests that “natural colours” such as green/blue can offer children a more comforting hospital setting, therefore this colour palette should be extended to healing gardens.

Shape is another significant attribute to biophilia as it can create a feeling of restoration by contributing “to our capacities for emotional and intellectual growth and wellbeing” [50]. It can also create an indirect experience with nature using “biomimicry” and “biomorphism” [45]. Biomimicry imitates systems nature uses to solve human issues [51] and biomorphism is the copy of natural forms [52]. There is evidence for biophilia creating a “restorative environmental design” [45]. One study found that children showed a preference for biomorphism with “animal shapes . . . combinations of flowers . . . water fountains with flower beds instead of water fountains alone” [14] as they felt calmer. Therefore,
shape is an important contribution to children’s healing gardens in healthcare to offer them restoration during their feelings of perturbation.

Another, more seminal, study on biophilia identifies humankind’s natural tendencies towards biophilia. Ulrich conducted a study (1984) [13] on hospital patients where some had a window view of nature, and the control group had a brick wall view [13,24]. The latter patients had slower recovery rates, complained of more pain, and requested more medication than those who had a view of nature [13,24]. Overall, they stayed approximately one and a half days longer than those with a nature view [13,24]. Therefore, biophilia can improve recovery rates [53]. This research has been repeated in many ways with consistent findings. Despite the maturity of the study, it is still the most pioneering study and is still referenced today.

However, Ulrich’s study fails to provide quantifiable evidence, and a more recent and quantifiable study shows a direct positive correlation between stress reduction and green space. Bloemsma et al. (2021) [54] found that there was a daily decrease in saliva cortisol levels in children who accessed more residential green space in contrast to a group of children who accessed less green space, who had increased levels of saliva cortisol [54].

Therefore, it can be concluded that children exposed to green spaces regularly have lower chronic stress levels [54]. This conclusion indicates that biophilia is intrinsically linked to our biological nature to be outdoors and offers a sense of restoration [44]. This may have been innate from the beginning of evolution, when the genus Homo from Africa relied on connecting with the environment to hunt for food [8,55]. In concurrence to this, Wilson included evolution as supportive evidence for the theory of biophilia [26,56]. Wilson claims that if humankind’s ancestors were also the genus Homo, then during 99% of human evolution humans have had to depend on information they learned from the physical environment [26].

A core purpose for biophilic design is to reduce stress levels, in which natural scenes activate cells that induce pleasure [57]. The type of natural scene is suggested to be a savannah climate, as “the savannah theory” states that humans subconsciously prefer these environmental features [39]. This originates from Heerwagen and Orians (1992) who found that fossil-based evidence indicates mankind originated from African savannahs [39]. Thus, features such as “distant views, water, copses of shade trees” are favourable in healing garden designs to create a serene environment [39]. Appleton developed the prospect–refuge theory from the savannah theory [2]. His theory states that humankind’s preference for the landscape is “from perception of what is needed for survival” [2]. This includes a “clear view (prospect)” of our surroundings from a vantage point “without being seen (refuge)” [2]. Therefore, water, seating, and spaces created in shade and for refuge are important features to reduce stress levels in healing gardens.

Studies by Marcus and Barnes (1999) found that people go outdoors with the intention of alleviating stress. Healing gardens also “foster restoration from stress” [6] through experiential factors of biophilia such as water, plants, and the prospect–refuge theory rather than modern medicine. Another factor is through “positive distractions” [45]. The distractions are seen as “environmental features that elicit positive feelings” such as the sound of rushing water [32,33]. Another theory that creates restoration is the attention restoration theory [8,58] which proposes concentration and brain restoration can be improved through spending time in or looking at nature. This is because the natural environment recharges the human mind, allowing more focus on tasks [59]. These theories indicate the necessity of healing gardens in healthcare facilities, as they alleviate stress for children in between medical treatments, resulting in “happier children that recover faster” [60]. However, this may only succeed if there is a consistent engagement with nature that is sustained [39].

Without healing gardens and the biophilic connection to nature, there is no restoration to the mind, which can lead to “nature-deficit disorder” [29]. Though this is not a medical term, it is used to describe the “repercussions to the health of our children” [42] when staying in sedentary indoor environments. The result of this “alienation from nature” [29] (p. 36)
has been linked to ADHD, obesity, depression, anxiety, and increased stress levels [42]. Reducing stress levels is critical to children as “childhood stress is evident in increasing rates of depression, anti-social behaviour” [61]. Therefore, without healing gardens children cannot experience nature as “a separate peace” [29] and may fail to gain any restoration.

The importance of restoring the mind is also vital for adults as “longer term stress can contribute to heart disease, cancer, type 2 diabetes” [2,8]. Healing gardens can offer a “buffering relationship between life stressors and psychological distress” [32]. Louv also found that teenagers visited nature after distressing events and concluded that “nature also offers nurturing solitude” [29]. Therefore, healing gardens are not age dependent and their therapeutic benefits can be extended to a variety of users, including those who feel marginal, such as teenagers.

Overall, the research suggests that the need for biophilia is inherent and can increase recovery rates, create better health outcomes, and alleviate stresses for children. This is supported by the theories which suggest “nature offers healing for a child” [29] (p. 7). The research also explores the effects on children without healing gardens and the extension of benefits from healing gardens to other users. In conclusion, our analysis revealed that research on the theories of healing gardens across different research disciplines dates back two decades [62]. For example, Stigsdotter and Grahn (2002) [62] conducted a thorough analysis of the theories about the therapeutic effects of gardens from diverse research disciplines, which they divided into three different schools: the Healing Garden School, the Horticultural Therapy School, and the Cognitive School [62]. The Healing Garden School theorises that visitors’ health benefits primarily stem from their experiences within the garden environment, which encompasses its design and contents [62]. In contrast, the Horticultural Therapy School suggests that the health benefits primarily arise from engaging in garden-related activities [62]. Lastly, the Cognitive School proposes that health benefits are derived from a combination of factors, including visitors’ experiences of the garden environment and activities, as well as their individual background and character [62].

Other studies include that by Jiang (2014) [34], who conducted a study on the concept of therapeutic landscapes and healing gardens in Western societies. This study identified four major schools of theories: (1) medical geography, (2) environmental psychology, (3) “salutogenic environment” and the ecological approach, and (4) horticultural therapy [34]. The medical geography school focuses on the concept of sense of place and identifies four dimensions of therapeutic landscapes, namely the natural environment, built environment, symbolic environment, and social environment [34,63]. The environmental psychology school incorporates two major theories: (1) the attention restoration theory (ART), which identifies four features of a restorative environment—being away, extent, fascination, and compatibility [34,58,64]—and (2) the aesthetic–affective theory (AAT), which draws on psycho-evolutionary theories and identifies three features of healing gardens: relief from physical symptoms, illness, or trauma, stress reduction for individuals dealing with emotionally and/or physically stressful experiences, and an improvement in overall sense of wellbeing [6,13,34].

The ecological psychology school includes the salutogenic environment and therapeutic landscape based on theories of environmental affordances and ecological psychology [34,65–67].

Recently, the salutogenic theory has become a buzzword in healthcare architecture around the world [68]. The concept of “salutogenic design”, which Alan Dilani coined in the late 1990s, is centred on encouraging “wellness factors” in hospital design to create a restorative environment for its patients [15,69]. The term “salutogenic” is frequently misused by architects who do not fully understand how to incorporate salutogenic methodology into their designs, resulting in a misunderstanding of what salutogenesis truly means [68].
3.3. The Value of Play and the Impact on Children’s Development

The opportunity for play is what makes healing gardens differ for children in comparison to healing gardens in general. Play is a means of expression for children and is crucial for their development, especially in unfamiliar and intimidating environments such as healthcare facilities. The importance of play in healing gardens and the effect it has on child development was explored in our literature review. We found that there is a substantial body of evidence supporting play’s value for children’s healthy development [70].

The term “play deprivation” [71] is correlated with children who have “a wide range of physical and emotional problems” [71] (p. 2). Panskepp, a leading researcher, explored the effect of play on children’s brain development [71,72]. He found that there was faster and more extensive brain development in children who regularly played [71,72]. This is shared by several studies that found children with consistent exercise through outdoor play had a higher performance in cognitive tests than those who did not play [71,73–75]. Thus, “play constitutes an essential parameter of the normal psychosomatic development of children” [76].

Specifically, the importance of children’s outdoor play in a natural environment is invaluable as it “improves the child’s immune system, stimulates his imagination and creativity” [77]. Play can be used as expression to develop a healthy mental state; Frost maintains the view that play and art assist children in coping “with fear and trauma by providing a medium for self-expression” [30,78]. This aligns with Freud, Erikson, and Isaacs who state children’s subconscious anxieties are reflected through fantasy play [30].

In further exploration, outdoor free play creates more opportunity for a range of play than sedentary indoor play [8,79]. Shim et al. (2001) [80] found that children were more involved in complex peer play outside [8,80] and Hartle (1996) [81] discovered a higher stimulation in social play and increase in parallel play outside rather than inside [8,81].

The exposure from healing gardens to different types of play can present healing gardens as a safe space for children to “participate in the passive or active play activity . . . away from the confinement of the wards” [1]. Consequently, there is an opportunity for them to use outdoor play as a social activity [30,82]. This social interaction can form connections between children, making them feel less lonely in their experiences and creating a sense of comfort in an unfamiliar setting [76]. Thus, children gain a sense of agency and control in an unfamiliar setting through outdoor play in healing gardens, and this allows them to change “hospitalization into a positive rather than a negative experience” [76]. However, this empowerment is limited if children are not given the freedom to take risks. The prenotion of risk often results in a safety first approach to play for children. Professor Woolley developed the acronym “KFC; Kit, Fence and Carpet” for “unimaginative and standardized playgrounds” [83,84], which are often “hard landscapes . . . seen as a safety net but are a cage for children’s development” [61] (p. 39). The consequence is fewer social skills and more aggression found in school playgrounds [61], thus suggesting green spaces allow for more exploration in play and child development.

The design of the space is not wholly dependent on offering children the opportunity to explore, and “attitudes and awareness of staff towards children with disabilities will greatly affect the . . . depth of integration” [31] for children’s exploration of outdoor play.

In summary, as suggested by the research, the diversity in play types and emotional, social, physical, and cognitive benefits are incomparable to sedentary indoor play and can only be provided appropriately through healing gardens. Healthcare facilities’ risk-averse approach should not be a barrier for these benefits as “children with physical, mental, emotional and social disabilities have an equal right to play opportunities” [31], including outdoor play. Therefore, healing gardens with outdoor active free play should be a necessity for healthcare facilities. However, despite the many benefits of introducing play into healthcare settings, this can be challenging due to the layout and functionality of healthcare spaces. For example, public areas in paediatric healthcare environments, such as waiting rooms, hallways, and hospital gardens, are used for mundane activities, emphasising the important need for ongoing sensory stimulation and entertainment for
children’s cognitive development [85]. Health professionals define “play” in public areas of paediatric healthcare facilities as an activity that assists children in making the most of their waiting time, reducing their anxiety and nervousness, and improving their interactions and communication with health professionals during their clinical visit [85,86]. This is known as humanising children’s healthcare [85,86]. An additional challenge is the budget, as Starlight Children’s Foundation found that in over half of hospitals in the United Kingdom there is no budget for play and over thirty per cent have no play professionals [87,88]. Those which did have funding for play had only allocated GBP 500 for the year [87,88].

An adequate budget and appropriate design layout of public areas are critical for children’s hospitals, in which children and teenagers can maintain a sense of identity and autonomy through self-directed play activities [85]. Outdoor gardens, in particular, have the potential to foster and facilitate the healing process of sick children by allowing them to experience biotic, physical, and climatic factors in nature, as well as the diversity of forms, colours, textures, and shapes of landscape elements [1,85]. Atriums, waiting rooms, hospital gardens, and other public spaces must be thoughtfully designed to provide self-directed play activities [85,89]. Age-appropriate play areas are preferred by younger children and teenagers [12,89]. Consequently, this can help children cope with treatment both in preparation and post-procedural play.

3.4. Policies

We conducted extensive research on policies related to healing gardens during our literature review. However, we found an insufficiency of policies that addressed this problem specifically. Nonetheless, we were able to identify policies from other domains that could be linked back to healing gardens. For example, the United Nations’ Rights of the Child to Play [30,43], the PiPA method for inclusion in play [43,90], and a Scottish Government policy for outdoor play [91] are all policies that could be associated with healing gardens.

In conclusion, despite the obvious numerous benefits of healing gardens in hospitals, there appears to be a lack of specific policies in place to support their creation and maintenance. This is concerning, and it emphasises the importance of policymakers prioritising the implementation of such policies. Without clear policies, hospitals may struggle to allocate resources to developing and maintaining these green spaces. Policymakers must recognise the value of these spaces and prioritise their development to ensure that children in hospitals have access to green spaces that can support their physical and mental wellbeing, including play activities.

3.5. Challenges, Opportunities, and Best Practices

We found that healing gardens are being overlooked as a solution to current issues, such as the lack of planning for the location of children’s healthcare facilities regarding levels of air pollution. For example, “2 of the biggest children’s hospitals in the UK, Great Ormond Street Hospital and Birmingham’s Children Hospital, are located in areas with unsafe levels of pollution” [92]. Additionally, over 2000 health centres are in areas that have some of the most life-threatening air pollutants [92]. Therefore, adapting the outdoor environment to make it safe for children to play by implementing healing gardens is the most feasible solution, as “Green spaces can improve the quality of air we breathe” [93] (p. 14). This is already under way; the redeveloped proposal for Great Ormond Street Hospital is considered industry leading and includes a strategy to reduce the pollution in the area through green infrastructure [94]. This is also crucial for the reduction of noise pollution as noise can reduce any physiological, restorative benefits of healing gardens [6,95]. Noise pollution can be reduced through thick vegetation and trees [96]. Figure 2 shows the proposed green infrastructure outside Great Ormond Street Hospital to reduce pollution.
The previous study is evidence that implementing green infrastructure such as healing gardens, as a strategy to reduce pollution, is a practical application as it is an ongoing project. Subsequently, the benefits of healing gardens can be extended from children’s wellbeing to climate action, as described by Sustainable Development Goal 13 [97], for the environment, thus working towards current United Nations goals and presenting healing gardens as a viable feature for hospitals.

In addition, edible healing gardens can be part of a larger concept of edible green infrastructure [98,99]. Specifically, edible healing gardens in hospital settings can provide several benefits, including improved nutrition, increased food security, educational opportunities, and therapeutic benefits for patients and staff [100]. An excellent example of a community-based edible healing garden is the Edible Healing Garden in Los Angeles, which aims to address nutrition insecurity in the medically underserved population [101].

Through the provision of education on gardening, nutrition, and cooking, the garden empowers families and children with knowledge, food sovereignty, and access to healthy foods. Moreover, it advocates for food equity and cultural diversity while also creating a safe space for people to cultivate their own food. The garden’s ultimate objective is to empower every family and child struggling with food insecurity, enabling them to access healthy and culturally appropriate foods. Additionally, the garden has been designed as a healing environment for the paediatric population at the LAC + USC hospital [101].

Healthcare facilities need to consider the effects healing gardens can have on post-patient care. Modern life has influenced outdoor play significantly, and most children play with iPads instead of footballs. Even so, there is evidence of benefits, with those who use technology more frequently having higher scores on reading tests [102]. However, this can lead to immoderate uses of technology such as silicon faith [29], where parents over-rely on technology as a distraction for children because of their fear of children’s outdoor safety.

To aid the instilling of play in healing gardens, practitioners and parents need to take on an active role. Parents must become play champions [103] to ensure there is supervised, guided play [104] without taking agency away from children. This is critical for children to tailor the environment to their own subconscious needs which will benefit their psychological development. With play being a coping mechanism for ongoing treatments, as found in a literature review on play [30], practitioners also need to take responsibility to educate parents on the benefits of outdoor play. For this to occur, it is argued that practitioners need to change their current attitude to outdoor play, as this can influence their role in promoting outdoor play to parents and provisions to children’s healing gardens. Subsequently, the healthcare facility can create a larger impact on children’s psychological

Figure 2. Proposed Green Infrastructure for Child-Friendly Environment at Great Ormond Street Hospital. (Image courtesy of LDA Design).
and physical development through instilling children’s play in healing gardens without them being in-patients.

In support of the above, the construction of healing gardens in healthcare facilities would support the promotion of outdoor play and stewardship. The experience of play in healing gardens will enable children to form valuable biophilic connections [29]. Should a child have a traumatic experience with their medical procedures [30,78], healing gardens can act as a refuge, thus forming a positive relationship to nature and a journey for their innate biophilic sense to be explored. An exemplary illustration of this sense of refuge is the Crown Sky Garden in a paediatric clinic, Lurie Children’s Hospital, Chicago. It received an Honour Award from ASLA (2013) [105] for its nonformal play and horticultural healing garden, inducing active participation from children. The garden is successful in catering to a variety of children using sensory elements with wood, light, sound, and water features [105]. With the right budget, this could be a universal implementation. For a practical real-life application of healing gardens in healthcare facilities, it is recognised that there are opposing arguments and considerations for the implementation of healing gardens.

Past debates argued that gardens put economic pressures on hospitals and financial resources are better spent on direct patient care or the advancement of technologies within hospitals [4,106]. In response to this, there is evidence that access to views of nature can speed up recovery rates and result in fewer requests for pain relief medication, thus reducing costs for hospitals in the long term and freeing up bed spaces faster [107]. The benefits of healing gardens are extended to nurses who feel more productive and less fatigue [27], which benefits the healthcare facility as fatigue may lead to poor judgement [8] that can have severe implications. Natural England estimated a total saving of GBP 2.1 billion a year in health costs if there is sufficient access to green space [108]. In England’s current economic climate, healing gardens are a sustainable strategy to reduce financial pressures as they save on resources and their extended benefits to a variety of users add value to them as an investment.

Additionally, the lack of attention healing gardens receive as a solution reflects the misuse of a salutogenic approach, as opposed to the pathogenic approach. A salutogenic approach could maximise the potential financial benefits as it is accepting of a variety of medical approaches, such as healing gardens, rather than only relying on medication.

The counter argument to Forman’s view, that money is better spent on medical advancements such as technology, is that humans undervalue that fact that humankind was born in nature [41]. Presently, our daily environment is taken over by concrete jungles and an urban complex, but it is important to remember that “Nature is not just something around us; we are part of nature and it is part of us” [6] (p. 9). Technology should not hold a higher value when humans are designed to live and engage with nature, which evolution is proof of. The focus on technology can lead to impoverishing humankind’s innate tendency engage in the natural world [50], which may lead to our demise. Instead, nature should be seen as crucial to the existence of humankind and a focus on biophilic immersion alongside medical advancements should be of current importance.

Healing gardens are significantly underestimated and are only seen as visually pleasing elements of a building. Some of the contributors to this are politics and economics, which have a predominant role in the planning and design of green spaces. The current political stance for children’s outdoor play areas takes on a “catalogue shopping approach” [61] by which financial targets and unworkable time frames are implemented, argued by Brown. The result is a process of “box ticking” [61] which aims to achieve regulatory biodiversity net gain, but fails to respond to the environment and needs of children and limits the benefits of green spaces. The cause of this is stakeholders’ urgency to begin collecting a return on their money as politics and economics lead them to attempt to monetise green spaces, agreed by Unmüßig (2014) [109]. However, they fail to recognise the purpose of healing gardens, which is to better wellbeing. A suggested solution is to conduct more research into healing gardens to prompt medical recognition. This will
discontinue the undermining and scepticism of healing gardens and, instead, prioritise them in healthcare facility designs.

Medical recognition would support a policy to require all healthcare facilities to have a healing garden. From the research conducted, there has been a noticeable lack of policies and guidelines for green space in healthcare facilities in contrast to schools. In the 1990s, the UK Government noticed there was limited access to green spaces due to urban planning priorities and urban lifestyles [110]. Subsequently, Accessible Natural Green Space in Towns and Cities (ANGSt) standards were created. “There should be provision of the widest range of access opportunities for people of all abilities, ages, ethnic groups and social circumstances to actively engage in” [111] (p. 14). While the policy recognises the need for inclusive diversity, it is argued that this is currently not met but planning regulation for children’s healthcare facilities to require healing gardens would fulfil this.

To counteract arguments that healing gardens are expensive, a hospital in Singapore has floor to ceiling windows with a view of a sky garden that has limited patient accessibility. This is practical and low budget as it reduces maintenance costs with less people using the garden, areas can be overgrown, and physical access is not required, only visual access through windows. A similar initiative has been carried out at the Jacobs Medical Centre, University of California. Here, they have positioned hospital beds in an angular position, offering a better view into the garden and to make it easier for nurses to check in on patients simultaneously.

Vapaa (2002) argues a healing garden cannot be wholly successful in a healthcare facility as healing gardens should be designed to “reflect their owner” [24] which cannot be applied to public healthcare environments. However, researchers such as Vapaa fail to outline the difference between therapeutic and healing gardens in their definitions, where therapeutic gardens are designed for a target audience and healing gardens appeal to a wider audience. Vapaa’s argument also fails to consider humankind’s shared innate biophilic sense as quantified through saliva cortisol levels [54] and blood pressure studies [45]. From this, singular design features can elicit restorative responses from a mass of individuals. Subsequently, Vapaa is correct; healing gardens will not be designed for a specific audience, such as children with specific abilities, but that does not deter their success as they will still benefit a variety of users, which makes them successful.

The continued and future importance of children accessing healing gardens is evident in the new Cambridge Children’s Hospital design, and the facility is set to begin construction in 2024 (Figure 3). Within the design and access statement (PART 5A, 2021), the “four core values for the landscape proposal are green, playful, legible and integrated” [112]. It notes “the positive effects of access to nature on patients, visitors, and staff” [112], justified through Ulrich’s research and Kaplan’s restorative environment theory. A strength is the integration of green space inside the building as well as outside, creating a fully immersive biophilic experience for children. Therefore, the need for children to access healing gardens is still of current and future relevance and, with biophilic designs such as this, the industry is heading in the right direction, but they need to be on a larger scale.
This review has identified several case studies that demonstrate the potential benefits of healing gardens for various individuals in healthcare settings. The benefits extend beyond just children, and include patients, staff, and visitors. Healing gardens can lead to improved health and wellbeing, as well as cost savings for hospitals and health systems, as shown in studies conducted by Cordoza et al. (2018) [113], Grahn et al. (2017) [114], and Stigsdotter and Grahn (2003) [115].

For example, Legacy Emanuel Health in Portland, Oregon has a healing garden that is accessible to staff, patients, and families. The garden was designed with natural features, which are more effective in reducing stress than hardscapes [113]. The garden’s proximity to hospital units is crucial for usability, as it takes just a few seconds to a couple of minutes to reach [113]. Cordoza et al. (2018) found that nurses who had access to this garden reported lower levels of burnout and job-related stress [113].

The Alnarp Rehabilitation Garden at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU) campus offers rehabilitation programs for individuals with stress-related psychiatric disorders and/or depression [114,115]. The garden is divided into two parts, one more demanding and focused on cultivation and horticultural therapy, and the other less demanding and focused on a more nature-oriented and restorative function [114,115]. The Glass Garden at the Rusk Institute was a children’s garden that unfortunately suffered damage from a hurricane in 2012 [116]. However, it was used by patients of all ages for horticultural therapy activities, which helped them to rehabilitate physical and cognitive functioning as part of their occupational therapy programme [116]. The Children’s Play Garden at the Rusk Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine was designed to promote physical, psychological, and social development of children under twelve [116]. The landscape architect achieved the design goals with unique strategies, such as manipulating topography, incorporating natural materials and features, and designing custom play equipment [117].

Lastly, the Olson Family Garden at St. Louis Children’s Hospital is located on the rooftop and is specifically designed for children and families who want a place for privacy, solace, and healing [118]. The garden features a variety of plants and flowers, as well as places to sit and rest, including a swing, benches, and small coves [118]. Additionally, crafts, puppet shows, and other activities are available for children [118].
3.6. Research Gaps

Through the theories of biophilia [26,41], detected stress levels from saliva [54], and others, there is some quantitative evidence to support the medical effects of healing gardens but not enough to uphold them. Thus, a major research gap is contemporary quantifiable studies to prove the underlying theories of healing gardens rather than accepting them universally. This research will act as a catalyst for an increase in recognised medical research into the psychological and physical benefits of healing gardens to be produced, including randomised measures of benefits from healing gardens, measurable consistency of heart rate, and external variables. Healing gardens may then hold higher medical value and become a plausible option to work alongside treatments and offer a sense of restoration. Eventually, a policy may be implemented to require healthcare facilities to include healing gardens.

An empirical study into current outdoor play provisions within healthcare facilities for children and the quality of this play should be conducted. They should be compared with the outdoor play provisions and quality of play for children who are not in hospital. This would offer better insight into the current available provisions for children in healing gardens and where improvements are needed.

Fortunately, this gap is beginning to be filled with forest bathing. The observation that nature induces relaxation [119] is beginning to be medically accepted in the NHS and is a good starting point for healing gardens.

As a further step, there needs to be a cost–benefit analysis report of healing gardens to develop a greater investment appeal for stakeholders. As support, research into specific design features and their direct clinical effects on users will aid this report and landscape architects in designing features to make healing gardens even more cost-effective. Therefore, another gap is a summary of design elements to compose a healing garden.

3.7. Design Recommendations

Design elements such as adequate shading and comfortable seating have been proposed in the past to increase garden visits in healthcare settings [120]. However, previous research did not find a significant relationship between the presence of such design elements and garden use [120]. A study conducted in three paediatric hospitals in east Texas with five outdoor green spaces found that negative feedback about poor shade and seating quality was negatively correlated with staff garden use [120]. The study proposed new design standards and statistically supported earlier hospital garden design recommendations, which included functionality, visibility, accessibility, exclusivity, and the provision of shade and seats [120].

Based on the secondary research and the case studies of Legacy Emanuel Health, Alnarp Therapy Garden, Glass Garden at the Rusk Institute, and St. Louis Children’s Hospital, the following elements should be seen as a starting point for the design of healing gardens in healthcare facilities. The literature review suggests a specific design guide for healing gardens in healthcare facilities be researched and put together using a holistic approach and primary research. Specifically, healing gardens should be designed using evidence-based design (EBD) [16,121].

Successful design elements include (Figure 4):

- Open space allowing for flexibility of play [91].
- Signage to location of garden (way finding) with accessible wheelchair-friendly paths [27].
- Sensory planting.
- Natural forms such as biomorphism and biomimicry.
- Natural/warm-toned colours imitating a savannah landscape [39] or blues and greens [32].
- Elements that correspond to art and music (sculptures).
- Educational boards to explain what a healing garden is.
- Moveable seating.
- Private courtyard derived from the prospect–refuge theory [2].

Unsuccessful design elements:
• Inadequate shade [27].
• Uncomfortable seating options [27].
• Limited seating options [27].
• Open seating areas as they reduce a sense of prospect–refuge [122,123].
• Isolated location from pedestrian routes [27].

Figure 4. Successful healing garden design elements.

The function of the composition of healing gardens should not be valued over restorative elements. Accessibility and flexibility for children to claim the garden as their own play space are critical. This design summary should be considered as a way forward for healthcare facilities to re-evaluate the success of their healing gardens and consider reconstruction. Furthermore, to improve the design of healing gardens for children in hospital settings, a collaborative and interdisciplinary approach involving various disciplines and educational backgrounds is necessary. This includes landscape architecture, horticulture, psychology, paediatrics, and other relevant scientific and professional disciplines [124].

3.8. Study Limitations

During our review of the literature, we found only a few recent studies. This limited amount of current research is a potential limitation of our review, but previous studies have produced consistent results despite gaps of up to 20 years. Furthermore, most available data on healing gardens for children are based on qualitative data obtained from patients’ personal experiences. This leads to assumptions about biophilia’s impact based on data correlations rather than adequate quantified research. We used several databases for our literature review, but we did not use the Web of Science database, which may have provided additional relevant studies.

Another limitation of our literature review is that we found only publications in English, and we might have excluded relevant literature from other countries, especially for the policy aspects. Other countries may have policies in place for healing gardens for children in healthcare settings, which we were unable to examine due to the language barrier. Further research that includes literature from various languages and sources may provide a more comprehensive understanding of healing gardens for children in healthcare settings.

Finally, in this study, we found that most studies were undertaken in Western countries, which may limit the findings’ generalisation to other contexts.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the history and origins of healing gardens have been explored with their evolution over time, the underlying theories of healing gardens such as biophilia [42], the savannah theory [39], colour [45], shape [50], attention restoration theory [8,58], positive distractions [45], and prospect–refuge theory [2], and the impact they have on humankind’s relationship to nature. Adjacently, the importance of play in correlation to children’s development socially [76], cognitively [71,73], and emotionally [30,78] and the impact
of play deprivation [71] in a frightening place such as a healthcare facility have been investigated. Following this, the environmental [94] and economic benefits [108] healing gardens can bring to healthcare facilities and their practical applications in industry [39] have been suggested and researched. Overall, this has been conducted through previous examples and secondary research through a comprehensive literature review.

Our research question was “Why should it be a policy for all healthcare facilities to have healing gardens for children?” At present, landscape architecture and the health industry undervalue healing gardens and, subsequently, they are overlooked in the medical field and commercially. The result is no policy requiring healing gardens to be present in healthcare facilities and therefore they are not used enough. Consequently, the opportunity for children to immerse themselves in play, specifically outdoor play as it carries more benefit [77], and express their subconscious fears [30] is not given. Moreover, their intellectual and physical development [8] is stunted. Healing gardens are a financial investment in children’s wellbeing which is what healthcare facilities are built to improve and, without healing gardens, the improvement of children’s wellbeing is significantly limited.

In current practice, the psychological benefits children receive from healing gardens are poorly appreciated but with policies for healthcare facilities to construct healing gardens the benefits can be recognised. As a next step, it is suggested that there be assessments of current healing gardens in healthcare facilities and the results to be used as fortification for the expansion of research on healing gardens. Eventually, this would lead to the implementation of a policy for healing gardens in healthcare facilities. The criticism of the current healing garden definition and terms should also be paid attention to, as it is the more appropriate to encapsulate the essence of a healing garden, which is not to heal children but to become a place of freedom of expression. In this sense, a freedom garden can offer restoration like other healing gardens but is tailored for children’s use.

“The healing garden is both a process and a place. It is a concept at the meeting point of medicine and design” [5] (p. 22). Our very being relies on nature for survival. With growing pressures of an urban lifestyle, this is a critical relationship to maintain. It is therefore hoped that the enduring importance healing gardens have held should continue and that landscape architects will be advocates for this agenda, as stewardship is wholeheartedly implied within the role.
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